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His Worship the Mayor of Port of Spain, Alderman Joel Martinez is elected Mayor of the
Capital of our beautiful twin island state, Trinidad and Tobago. Mayor Martinez assumed
office in December 2016.
His journey as a Local Government practioner began in 1996 where he served as a Local
Government Representative at the Diego Martin Regional Corporation. His love and
vision for community and Nation Building is imminent and is demonstrated at every level
of his involvement in Local Government and the much anticipated Local Government
Reform.
Mayor Martinez dynamism along with his exceptional people skills, motivational and
leadership skills has proven to be a winning combination. It is testimony that during his
time as a Local Government representative he was heralded as an influential role model
in Local Governance policy making and implementation.
He is credited with mastering the fusion of the relationship between the political and
administrative arm which navigated the smooth flow and operation to a full spectrum of
local government issues to encourage and attain success at every level. In the same
spirit, he has implemented plans and policies that engendered ambitious change with
creative and innovative projects, which continues to promote the advancement of the City
of Port of Spain.
This mythical and charismatic professional attained and maintains an indelible mark in
the corporate world that continues to exemplify enigmatic leadership strength as an
analytical and methodical business analysis.
Mayor Martinez is a consummate example of courage, hard work, resilience and
determination infused with his infectious personality. He has demonstrated through the
many victory’s in his outstanding achievements and record at Sagicor Life INC. Sagicor
is a diverse regional group operating in 22 countries across the Caribbean, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America and Latin America. The name Joel Martinez is
synonymous and uniquely nestled in the Global stage and he continues to be an
indigenous leader within the industry.

Even in the glow of his own professional successes, Mayor Martinez continues to
demonstrate, focus and emphasize with strength and conviction as a creatively
empowered motivational leader to invest in the successes of others. He is a shining
example of a leader base at the Local government level and in the corporate world who
can persevere any challenge successfully.
Mayor Martinez is a true reflection of inspiration, a visionary and a high achiever proving
that persistent and steady progress generally wins the race. The vision, work ethic and
sheer tenacity of Joel Martinez has shown that in the face of adversity one can continue
to serve as an example to all and exceed expectations.
Mayor Martinez makes his vision a reality for the Port of Spain Corporation and at other
corporate levels; driving growth, success and attaining exponential results. Qualities
possessed by Joel Martinez is admired and heralded as a signal honour, this include his
innovation, his ardent love and support for community and national service, his astute
management skills and the ability to lead and formulate inspiring winning strategies.
This learned gentleman has mastered the art to simplify logic that permeates the very
being of human perception and intervention. Another reputation accredited to his name
as a renowned difference maker is his ability to reform and improve mainstream behavior.
His endearing spirit and bubbling personality combined with his infectious smile gently
encourages persons out of any purported complacency and his desire to successfully
encourage persons to unlock their true potential even in the absence of diligence.
Mayor Martinez is married to Marcelle Martinez and is the father of four beautiful children.
The Mayor, the Corporate Leader, the friend, the brother, well-wisher, the husband and
father, His Worship the Mayor Alderman Joel Martinez.

